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A. Average annual growth rates (%)
Time 


















C. Migration (% of combined population)
Time 







D. Per capita output ratio Y-rich/Y-poor
Time 
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A. Short run growth rates - poor region
Structural funds (% GDP poor region) 







B. Short run growth rates - rich region
Structural funds (% GDP poor region)  






C. Long run growth rates - poor region
Structural funds (% GDP poor region) 







D. Long run growth rates - rich region
Structural funds (% GDP poor region) 
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A. Short run growth rates - poor region
Share of funds for infrastructure (%) 







B. Short run growth rates - rich region
Share of funds for infrastructure (%) 









C. Long run growth rates - poor region
Share of funds for infrastructure (%) 







D. Long run growth rates - rich region
Share of funds for infrastructure (%) 
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A. Short run growth rates - poor region








B. Short run growth rates - rich region









C. Long run growth rates - poor region






D. Long run growth rates - rich region
Share of funds for infrastructure (%) 
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